This project was supported by grants from the Department of Archives and Special Collections of the Elizabeth Dafoe Library, University of Manitoba; the Minnesota Historical Society; and Mount Royal College; and by the efforts of numerous friends and colleagues. I would also like to say a special word of thanks to Cathy Jurca. 2. There is a vast and fraught literature on the question of the immigrant cultural response to relocation. In the main, historians have set up this problem as a dialectic between assimilation and resistance, exemplified at either pole by Oscar Handlin's seminal The Uprooted (1951; Boston, 1973) , and John Bodnar's The Transplanted: A History of Immigrants in Urban America (Bloomington, Ind., 1985) . Even as "resistance" emerged as the dominant paradigm in the 1980s (seen, for example, in the hostile response to Richard Rodriguez's Hunger of Memory: The Education of Richard Rodriguez [Boston, 1982] ), however, it proved to be unsustainable as a fit-all Discovering Viking America J. M. Mancini
In 1874, Professor Rasmus Bjørn Anderson of the University of Wisconsin offered the following unapologetic assessment of his ancestors, the Norwegians. "Yes," he wrote, "the Norsemen were truly a great people! Their spirit found its way into the Magna Charta of England and into the Declaration of In [d] ependence in America. The spirit of the Vikings still survives in the bosoms of Englishmen, Americans and Norsemen, extending their commerce, taking bold positions against tyranny, and producing wonderful internal improvements in these countries."
1 Anderson's statement provides the template for an immigrant historical literature that would span two centuries and two nations and would provide Scandinavians with a powerful strategy for the attainment of ethnic autonomy. Arguing that the Norsemen had discovered America nearly five centuries before Columbus, Anderson rejected more familiar immigrant literary strategies of assimilation or resistance and attempted to win a place for New World Norwegians by rewriting the very foundation myths of the American nation.
2 By dis-theory, and signs of its instability mark much of the literature of the past two decades. (London, 1991) , two otherwise brilliant works, stumble on their inability to reconcile a desire for (authentic) immigrant resistance to the reality of assimilation. Thus when Rosenzweig's makers of ethnic saloons, fraternal associations, and foreign-language presses are inevitably ground down into a homogenized army of cinema-watching, motorcar-driving robots, and assimilation turns Roediger's music-sharing, race-mixing, land-loving Irish into psychologically damaged, race-baiting Irish Americans, both seem to suggest that this represents a falling away from immigrants' "true" selves. This problem is not limited to contemporary scholarship but is rooted in historical analyses of immigration and assimilation, such as Randolph Bourne's seminal essay "Trans-National America," in War and the Intellectuals, ed. Carl Resek (New York, 1964), pp. 107-24. Indeed, it is possible that Bourne furnished contemporary immigration scholarship with one of its central ironies: its insistence, on the one hand, on the "constructedness" of ethnicity-seen, for example, in Mary Waters's fascinating Ethnic Options: Choosing Identities in America (Berkeley, 1990), or David Hollinger, Post-Ethnic America: Beyond Multiculturalism (New York, 1995)-and its clear suggestion on the other that assimilation is defined by a loss of authenticity.
covering Viking America, Anderson was able, at the most vulnerable moment in the trajectory of acculturation, to fashion an immigrant history of his own and to script his group's entry onto the American stage.
Anderson himself was the beneficiary of an earlier Norwegian immigrant strategy that began to come to fruition in his own generation: the choice to move west rather than to settle in the urban industrial centers of the east. This decision placed Norwegian immigrants at the physical and political margins of the nation. Within this frontier context, which had the added benefit of seeming less threatening to the native born than the wards that bore America's urban immigrant politicians, Norwegian Americans enjoyed their first major political successes. Indeed, their ascent within the American power structure in the second generation was predicated not on their assimilation (as frontier theorists might have expected), as much as on their ability to consolidate the political margin. In particular, theyproved adept at using ethnic bloc voting, enabled by the unusually high percentage of immigrants and relative lack of an entrenched power structure in the upper Midwest ( fig. 1 ) to gain access to local, state, and national politics. Thus, it is no accident that Minnesota congressman, governor, and senator Knute Nelson, who as a Norwegian American was unable to reach Congress in the more settled district that included Minneapolis and Saint Paul, made his first successful entry into national politics in 1882 only after the creation of a brand new congressional district in Minnesota's heavily immigrant Upper Country.
3
Norwegians and other Scandinavian immigrants employed a similar strategy within higher education, first by founding a host of long-lived institutions of their own and then by making a place for themselves within the newly forming, less dug-in public universities of the west such as Minnesota, Iowa, Wyoming, and Anderson's own University of Wisconsin, which itself had created Anderson's position as a response to immigrant pressure. 4 If figures like Nelson acted as political brokers between the im-5. Of course, there were other factors that increased Scandinavians' "ethnic options." On the most obvious level, their ethnic and religious makeup make them less vulnerable to racism than other immigrants; as white Protestants, they managed to avoid the most abusive programs of assimilation other groups suffered, particularly before the First World War, and they were never in the racially liminal position occupied by Jewish or Irish immigrants. Nonetheless, the choices they made within this context were instrumental. For a fascinating look at how the limits placed on other immigrant groups could influence the outcome of such choices, see Michael Rogin, Blackface, White Noise: Jewish Immigrants in the Hollywood Melting Pot (Berkeley, 1996 migrant west and the established east, so too did Scandinavian American cultural politicians, and it was within this context that they began to pursue the Vikings. The literature of Viking discovery made a number of claims about the Scandinavian origins of the American past. First, it argued that the Vikings had been the true discoverers of America. Second, it argued that Scandinavians, as the progenitors of the American "race" and the creators of democracy itself, were America's ancestors in body and mind. And, finally, it argued not only that Scandinavians had arrived first but they had done it better, by suggesting that the Vikings had negotiated the most vexing aspect of New World discovery-contact with Native peoples and its genocidal implications-more successfully than their later rivals. In this way, Viking theorists inverted a discourse of discovery that usually limited the options of immigrants. For Scandinavians, discovery did not begin with Columbus and did not end in genocide.
5
But if Scandinavian immigrants' claim to a special place within American culture was not based on assimilation to North American norms, it was not based on an assault on the native born, either. If discovery theorists were happy enough to blame Columbus for the bloodier aspects of the conquest of America, they were reluctant to condemn their Anglo-American hosts directly. Professor O. M. Norlie of Luther College, for instance, shuddered at the horror of the Columbian conquest but described the settling of the United States as harmonious and conflict-free. With a striking lack of irony, he wrote in his 1925 History of the Norwegian People that "the great migrations of the early centuries were nearly always accompanied by violence and bloodshed, by conquest and subjugation of the native population.The immigration to America has been peaceful."
6 Indeed, in both form and content, immigrant arguments for Viking discovery took the shape of a compromise with the elite. Discovery theorists were much more likely than immigrant novelists and poets to write in English, and they celebrated American institutions. Even the choice of Viking discovery as a theme for Scandinavian immigrant literature was governed by its simultaneous appeal to both immigrant and native-born constituencies; although Viking discovery became an ethnic literature, it was also a powerfully American theme 7. For a concise history of this revival as well as its transplantation to the United States, see Matti Enn Kaups, "Shifting Vinland-Tradition and Myth," Terrae Incognitae 2 (1970): 29-60. As Kaups notes, there was a long-standing Scandinavian and European debate on the Viking discovery of America well before such accounts became generally familiar to Americans, and as early as the late eighteenth century some Americans, most notably Benjamin Franklin, had a passing familiarity with the Vinland sagas. Still, it was not until the 1830s and 1840s that such accounts began to be widely spread.
8. by the end of the nineteenth century, appearing in numerous works by the native born. Within their discussions of Viking discovery, moreover, immigrant writers embraced contemporary elite discourses and cast their argument for acceptance in terms that clearly had been set by the native born. It was this strategy of compromise and appropriation that set Viking theorists apart and allowed them to make a case for their presence in America without embracing ethnic assimilation per se.
Teutons, Brahmins, Skraellings, and Others
The strategy of compromise and appropriation that underlay Viking discovery narratives began with the choice of this theme as a subject for Scandinavian immigrant writings. Although Viking discovery had a special meaning for Scandinavian immigrants, it also exerted a powerful pull on Americans engaged in the search for national myths from the mid-nineteenth century onward, and by choosing it immigrant authors accessed a sympathetic audience of native-stock readers. American fascination with the Viking discovery of the New World had begun in earnest in the middle of the nineteenth century, following in the footsteps of a Scandinavian rediscovery of the medieval past starting in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Carl Christian Rafn's American Antiquities, 10 an 1837 compendium of historical and literary documents proposing that the Vikings had discovered the shores of America five hundred years before Columbus, this general literary appetite for Norse literature quickly turned in the United States into a wide and sometimes contentious debate on the nature and scope of the Vikings' New World adventures.
11 Thus the Vikings began to find a prominent position within general histories of the United States and of New England, 12 literary works like Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's 1841 poem "The Skeleton in Armor," inspired by the discovery of a "Viking" grave in Massachusetts in the 1830s, and lectures such as Asahel Davis's admiring but vague dissertation on "the discovery of New England by the Northmen," which went through at least twenty editions by the end of the 1840s.
13
As the century wore on, Viking discovery became intertwined with lines of historical inquiry that linked race and politics in an attempt to explain American democracy as an outgrowth of a distant Anglo-Saxon, Teutonic, or Nordic past. As Robin Fleming has argued, in the last quarter of the nineteenth century medieval history enjoyed a lengthy heyday, as Henry Adams and others strove to bolster the authority of the Brahmin elite by forging a direct and unbroken link between the present, the intermediary past of the founding fathers, and a medieval past in which Teutonic tribes had planted the original seeds of contemporary democracy.
14 With their 18 In Slafter's writings, the historical triangle described by Fleming revealed itself in an emphasis on the primacy of the desire for freedom among the Vikings, the "AngloSaxon" colonials, and their present-day descendants. Thus, just as he characterized the Vikings' gradual westward movement as a reaction to the "despotic rule" of King Harald Haarfagr (rather than, say, a series of bloody and piratical quests for economic and political power), and the primary qualities of the colonial "patriarchs" as their "love of liberty," he also put in a strong word for the continued democratic tendencies of contemporary New Englanders.
19 Indeed, Slafter went so far as to suggest that the historical f i g u r e 2. Boston's other founding father.
f i g u r e 3. Horsford's Cambridge. enterprise itself, as practiced in that region, was successful because its practitioners had sprung from "a people of unusual political and social equality, coming of the Anglo-Saxon stock, with an inheritance of many elements of character in which they always feel a just but not ostentatious pride."
20 Slafter was so convinced of this connection between New Englanders and the Vikings, in fact, that he insisted that the Leif Erikson statue "should be placed in Boston, the metropolis of New England," despite harboring a deep skepticism towards most of the archaeological evidence in favor of the New England thesis. 21 The prominent map of Cape Cod and Massachusetts Bay facing the title page of his Voyages of the Northmen to America, bearing the unequivocal title "A Map of Vinland, from accounts contained in Old Northern M.S.S.," made the same point in visual terms ( fig. 4) . Thus, while earlier writers such as Davis had represented the Norsemen as an appealing, though strange and distant people, towards the end of the century they were coming to resemble old friends or, more precisely, family.
The mainstreaming of Viking discovery in the last quarter of the nineteenth century served a similar purpose as that served by the larger trend towards racialized history. At a moment of increasing fear that the nation was committing race suicide, the thought of Viking ghosts roaming the streets of a city increasingly filled with Irish, Italian, and Jewish hordes must have been comforting to an Anglo-Saxon elite whose political power, at least, was decidedly on the wane. At the same time, claims to such virile ancestors as the Vikings also answered charges of effeminacy on the part of the literary elite, itself seen as part of the dangerous trend towards racial degeneration. Native-stock writers, however, were not the only ones to employ the Vikings for political purposes. Significantly, at the same time that native-stock writers were using Viking discovery to cope with the massive social and political transformations of the late nineteenth century, immigrants, who themselves comprised a major force behind these changes, also began to see that the Vikings could serve their interests.
The first volume by an American author of immigrant stock to turn to these themes was Rasmus B. Anderson's provocatively titled America Not Discovered by Columbus, first published in 1874 and reissued in several subsequent editions ( fig. 5 ). Like native-stock writers, Anderson, the son of Norwegian immigrants and professor of Scandinavian languages at the University of Wisconsin, argued that a series of Norse adventurers, from 986 until the fourteenth century, had seen, touched, and settled America.
22 With its uncritical catalogue of four decades of "evidence," including Viking place- names on Cape Cod and Viking tablets in the Taunton River in addition to the standard "skeleton in armor," Anderson's volume was tinged with an air of fantasy, and some contemporaries were quick to accuse him of an 23 Yet, although Anderson may have approached the limits of contemporary credulity with some of his claims, 24 the work was well within the boundaries of the discovery discourse as practiced by the native-born cultural and social elite, an elite which surely was Anderson's intended readership.
That Anderson saw this elite as a significant audience for his work can be seen not only in the work itself but in his actions surrounding it. For one 28. Longfellow refused on the grounds that he had never written a letter "of that nature" but assuaged Anderson's fears by writing that the book was "interesting and valuable," that it would "make its own way in the world," and that Anderson's work would give "name and fame to you and to your University" ( thing, Anderson chose to write the volume in English, something he had not done with his previous books.
25 Given the period's still-flourishing Norwegian-language press and the lack of English facility among many Norwegian immigrants, this decision suggests that Anderson did not view immigrants as his most important audience.
26 Moreover, Anderson engaged in a crusade of publicity to bring the book to the attention of the native-born elite, sending copies and correspondence to numerous prominent historians, writers, and others (including President Rutherford B. Hayes), 27 and even attempting to enlist Longfellow to write a letter of endorsement for it.
28 Although the success of this campaign is hard to gauge, Anderson must have found it flattering to discover that a historical luminary such as George Bancroft would have "immediately secured it" upon its release and that the book gained a sufficiently positive response to gain him election to the Prince Society.
29 Just in case these private measures were not enough to soften up these valued readers, Anderson added a lengthy preface in the second edition praising the worthy men of Boston who had contributed to the Erikson statue movement, 30 just as he had dedicated his 33. Due to the success of his Viking writings and his "authentic" position as a scholar of Scandinavian literature, Anderson also had something more concrete to offer to certain nativestock enthusiasts of the Vikings: positive reviews of their books. Rabid anti-Columbian Viking theorist Marie Brown Shipley, for example, virtually begged Anderson to review her translations of Swedish literature, "and in the 'Nation,' by preference," so that she could successfully selfpublish them and avoid the "treachery" of greedy publishing houses (Marie A. Brown, letters to Anderson, 29 Nov. 1878, 3 Feb. 1879, and 15 Mar. 1879, Anderson correspondence, SHSW, box 22).
34. And, it might be added, contrasts with the tendency of twentieth-century Viking theorists of immigrant descent to emphasize the hypothesis that, wherever they may have landed initially, the Vikings somehow managed to wind up in Minnesota or other parts of the Middle West with a deeper connection to the immigrant community itself.
35. As Barbara Miller Solomon writes, the relative distance of most Scandinavians from the teeming masses of immigrants in the eastern cities did not always prevent them from being seen as objectionable. While Charles Francis Adams, Henry Cabot Lodge, and other late nineteenthcentury defenders of Teutonic superiority frequently saw Scandinavians and Germans, particularly in the rural west, as the last hope for racially healthy immigration, other observers in the late nineteenth century blamed all non-English " 'old' " immigrants, including Scandinavians, for "the degradation of American civilization," which the arrival of even stranger new groups in the last decades of the century had only furthered (Barbara Miller Solomon, Ancestors and earlier book on northern mythology to Longfellow.
31 Thus, unlike many purveyors of immigrant literature, Anderson did not primarily reach inward with his work in order to bolster an insecure ethnic community through accounts of hardship and survival and did not propose assimilation as the path by which that community would gain a solid foundation within American society as a whole.
32 In Anderson's hands, immigrant literature was a project that reached outward to those who set the boundaries of immigrant participation in American life, while working to stretch those boundaries by redefining the immigrant community in terms that flattered, rather than challenged, the native-born elite.
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This strategy can be seen most readily in the text itself. Anderson's designation of New England as the site of Viking landing, for instance, can hardly have been accidental.
34 Indeed, it seems that Anderson's volume was a plea to the same Brahmin audience that in its softer moments produced sentimentalized accounts of Viking discovery and the democratic inheritance of the Teutonic race but that in everyday practice was not always welcoming to newcomers from the fjords and farms of Norway.
35 Thus, just as Adams's work was intended to draw a direct link between the Teutonic democrats of the medieval past and the Brahmins of the nineteenth century, Anderson's tract was meant to remind people like Adams that those Norwegians who had just stepped off the boat were the direct descendants of the original settlers, who were the descendants of a branch of the Teutonic race that, in early times, emigrated from Asia and traveled westward and northward, finally settling down in what is now the west central part of the kingdom of Norway . . . . They were a free people. Their rulers were elected by the people in convention assembled, and all public matters of importance were decided in the assemblies, or open parliaments of the people.[A, p. 49]
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With its emphasis on the freedom-loving racial characteristics of the Norwegians, Anderson's account seems designed to suggest to Americans that their own racialist ideology implied that race, rather than ethnicity or national origin, should be the primary category for judging immigrants and that Scandinavians' racial heritage would make them good Americans without abusive programs of assimilation. After all, as the quotation at the beginning of this essay shows, Americans themselves owed their best qualities, at least in part, to the Norsemen.
37 Lest anyone should mistake the persistence of the Norse "spirit" for a vague or coincidental sympathy of mind, Anderson made sure to mention that both Englishmen and Americans owed not only their habits but their actual lines of descent to the Norman conquest and earlier Norse incursions, stopping just short of claiming that George Washington himself was descended from the Vikings. 40. It should be pointed out that at least one critic of Anderson and his fellow Viking theorists was unpersuaded by this line of argument not just because the critic disputed Anderson's evidence for Norse discovery but because he scorned the Norse character itself. Rather than a culture of "freedom and enlightenment," J. P. MacLean insisted that the Vikings were "lawless in a bad sense," their natures "more savage than that of any North American Indian at the time of the discovery," and ridiculed Anderson and others like him for attributing all progress and enlightenment to the "fable" of "our Saxon inheritance." As MacLean himself indicated, however, his view was not a common one (J. P. 41. Olson himself was preoccupied with this issue and believed that the Viking discovery of America was the best tool to put Norwegians "in the front part of American history books" and to thereby erase the backwoods image of Norwegians among "Plymouth-Rock-Americans" (Julius Olson, "The Vinland Voyages," speech delivered at Leif Erikson Day Festival, Chicago, 1923, unpublished ms., Olson Papers, Norwegian American Historical Association, Northfield, Minn.
[NAHA]).
Anderson's strategy of compromise without assimilation may have placed him in the somewhat undignified role of a salesman, forced to flatter the racial, social, and political vanities of his most desirable customers, but it would be a mistake to think that he expected nothing in return.
39 In fact, Anderson made significant demands in this exchange, asking specifically that Americans not only accept Scandinavians as their brethren but rewrite their own history. It was not enough for a few books here and there to toss in a word or two about the Vikings; Anderson demanded that the prototypical agent of assimilation and Americanization, the public school, should teach American children that the Norse were Americans' common ancestors. 40 Charging that Leif Erikson, his brother Thorvald, and others like them should "become household words in every house and hamlet in these United States," he exhorted Americans to "let every child learn the stories about the Norse discoverers of Vinland the Good" (A, p. 34). Although there is no evidence to suggest that the historical profession dropped everything to follow his command, it should be noted that many of the native-stock Viking books, including Slafter's, were published after Anderson's. Anderson's text also employed more specific strategies for insinuating the Norsemen into the heart of American national history. In particular, The vital and all-absorbing question now is, whether this American Republic, founded on surely secular principles, wishes to pay posthumous honors, on a scale of unprecedented magnificence, and at the bidding of the pope, and the countries under his dominion . . . to the Roman Catholic missionary and devotee, Christopher Columbus, who was sent out by the Church of Rome to convert the natives of a land whose locality he knew, having ascertained it definitely in Iceland before he started forth on his voyage to the western continent. [To do so] would be to publicly sanction the claims of the Church of Rome to this land, and virtually to invite the pope to come and take possession of it. [Brown, "Leif Erikson," speech delivered 23 Mar. 1888, MHS]
Anderson appealed to historical connections among race, geography, and religion, constructing the Vikings' forays into New England as a preparation for the Puritan arrival. In the first instance, Anderson argued that the Vikings had taken possession of the landscape by giving it place-names that survived to the modern era, presumably passed down through the Native population.
42 Quoting at length from a tract sent to him by "Joseph Story Fay, Esq., of Wood's Holl, Massachusetts," Anderson promoted the idea that this town's name had been "given" to the Indians by the Vikings, for whom the word holl signified hill, and that it had stuck because of the Indians' own linguistic weakness (A, p. 24; see p. 28).
43 Anderson also suggested that the Vikings had prepared New England for the Puritans by bringing Christianity to its shores. Despite a nod to the "flower of Teutonic heathendom" (and despite the fact that Christianity had at best only partially penetrated Viking culture by the time of the Vinland voyages), Anderson repeatedly emphasized the Christianity of the Norsemen. More than that, Anderson implied that the Vikings had been the right kind of Christians to bring religion to America by distinguishing them from Columbus, who "talked of himself as chosen by Heaven to make this discovery" but was "subservient to the dominion of inquisition. 46. The desire to clean up the violent reputation of the Vikings also penetrated the accounts of later Norwegian-American authors such as Knut Gjerset, whose Norwegian Sailors in American Waters: A Study in the History of Maritime Activity on the Eastern Seaboard (Northfield, Minn., 1933) fulminated against "the fallacious notion . . . that they were merely adventurers and lawless buccaneers" (p. 8); a similar tendency can be seen in the official statement of purpose of the descendants had turned away from the Church of Rome to a religion seemingly more appropriate for aspiring Americans.
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Although the mere presence of Christian Norsemen in Anderson's narrative would have served to connect the Vikings and the Puritans, Anderson strengthened this association by representing Viking New England as a place steeped in sanctifying Christian blood. The death of Leif Erikson's brother Thorvald, he suggested, had been one of the most significant episodes in the Vikings' New World history because it had consecrated America as a Christian land and, by implication, set the stage for the arrival of later Christians. Thorvald, he exclaimed, "was buried in Vinland, and two crosses were erected on his grave,-one at his head and one at his feet. Hallowed ground, this, beneath whose sod rests the dust of the first Christian and the first European who died in America!" (A, p. 75). In describing the Viking Christianization of New England in these terms, Anderson provided an additional incentive for native-stock Americans to accept the Vikings as the "discoverers" of New England; his account of this incident sidestepped the increasingly sensitive issue of anti-Native violence on the part of European colonists. 46 In direct contrast to known accounts of the post-Columbian , 1880) , for instance, combined a regretful and nostalgic look back at the noble life and shocking death of King Philip with a somewhat extraneous account of the discovery of America by the "hardy Norse" (p. 5). In an interesting twist, Miller located Leif Erikson's settlement at the same spot as Philip's death, the aforementioned Mount Hope/"Hó p." Similarly, Charles G. Leland's disquisition on the Norse origin of Algonquin religion and myth mournfully asked, when the last Indian shall be in his grave, scholars will wonder at the indifference of the "learned" men of these times to such treasures as they have allowed to perish. What the world wants is not people to write about what others have gathered as to the Indians, but men to collect directly from them.
(Charles G. Leland, "The Edda among the Algonquin Indians," Atlantic Monthly 54 [Aug. 1884]: 234). This association of Norse discovery and Indian disappearance can also be found in Shea's History of the Catholic Missions, which explicitly argued that the Catholic colonization of the New World had been far less devastating than its Protestant counterpart, and implied that a successful Viking colonization might have prevented the later decimation of Northern tribes.
Christianization of the New World, in Anderson's tract the event that enabled the sacralization of the American landscape was not the brutal conversion and death of American Indians, but the European Thorvald's murder at the hands of marauding Natives, the Skraellings of the sagas. Writing that "the Norseman had no fire-arms, and their higher culture could not defend them against the swarms of savages that attacked them," Anderson suggested that New World Christianity had been born not in the brutal conversion and decimation of Aboriginal peoples but in blood spilled by European Vikings upon the shores of Massachusetts (A, p. 91). In thus offering victimized Vikings as the true colonizers of New England, Anderson offered a salve to Americans' (and particularly New Englanders') increasingly guilty conscience about "the future of the Indian," whose degradation and disappearance were becoming causes célèbres (due to the work of Lewis Henry Morgan and other practitioners of the emerging field of anthropology), 47 and whose fate was frequently pondered by defenders of the Viking theory of New World discovery.
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This imaginative refiguring of discovery provided the basis for an interesting bargain between Norwegians and the native born, for it suggested that by accepting the Norsemen as ancestors and brethren, Americans could rid themselves of one of the most troubling aspects of their collective past. It also served the needs of Scandinavian newcomers to the West, who themselves grappled not only with real Natives but with the sticky issue of their own complicity in the brutal conquest of Indian lands. As the uneasy encounter with a Native grave by the pioneer Hansa family in Ole Edvard Rølvaag's Giants in the Earth indicates, immigrant writers would become preoccupied over the ensuing decades with the sense that there was something ominous about staking claims to land which had been declared by the authorities to be empty but which, upon closer inspection, contained living Indians as well as their history.
49 While Rølvaag's conclusion, made in hindsight in the 1920s, seems to have been that complicity in manifest destiny and a too-uncritical attitude towards the ideals of the native born had brought Norwegians only insanity and death, Anderson's tract of the 1870s suggested that Norwegian-American history itself held the key to the problem of cultural contact. A compromise with America was the only route to immigrant success.
Westward the Course
At the end of the nineteenth century, then, it appeared as though the Viking discovery of America was poised to play an important role within American literary and historical consciousness. And, yet, it has not. While American popular culture is glutted with the cast-off symbols of Scandinavian-American nation-building-the horned hats that the Vikings famously never wore-as historical figures the Vikings barely appear on the American radar. Indeed, although Norse discovery was the subject of a recent Smithsonian exhibition, which was preceded by rousing press releases of Hillary Clinton praising "the power of the human spirit," the exhibition did little either to promote a strong narrative of Viking discovery or to grapple with the historical and cultural meaning of that discovery.
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Aside from a few cases filled with archaeological copies, a bit of lonely north- 53. Holand was neither the first nor the last to promote the authenticity of the Kensington Stone. Over the past hundred years it has had many adherents and detractors, and it still inspires heated and sometimes unfriendly debate. Indeed, it seems that nearly every citizen of the Midwest has weighed in on the Kensington Stone at some point, including Frederick Jackson Turner. This is particularly true in Minnesota, where it has become a significant part of the local popular culture and where narrative legitimizations of the stone are abetted by a shrinelike museum and ern video footage, and some panels vaguely praising Native culture, the most the exhibition seemed to offer was the bland suggestion that the Vikings were farmers and traders, farmers and traders, farmers and traders. Even the saga storytelling hut cut off its narrative before the killings began and contact really happened. The result was a history that, literally without blood, could not either present a coherent vision of cultural contact or further our understanding of its historical implications.
There are several reasons for this. The first has to do with the climate surrounding public history that has developed during the past decade or so. The Enola Gay controversy and the preceding furore over the West as America exhibit most certainly have undermined the potential for all but the blandest kinds of public history in the United States.
51 With its Barneyized content and its casual corporate references, Vikings: The North Atlantic Saga seemed better designed to sell Volvos, Husqvarma chain saws, and Leif Erikson puppets than to delve into the fraught question of cultural contact. Yet, the degradation of public history after Enola Gay can only explain so much. After all, the exhibit reflected more than it created, and what it reflected is the larger absence of the Vikings from academia, the schools, or, with a few exceptions, American public history. by Columbus, Holand's narrative also argued strenuously both for the Vikings' Christianity and for their victimization. To Holand, the Kensington Stone embodied the Vikings' Christian martyrdom, representing the dying lament of a party of Vikings who, having "been suddenly overwhelmed, killed and scalped by a party of Indians," had managed to carve a runic account of their demise and appeal to the Virgin before disappearing into the mists of time.
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For all of these similarities, however, Holand's text differed from Anderson's in two key respects. Ironically, these differences account both for the popularity of the book and for its failure as a work of immigrant political claim staking. The first difference was its originality. Unlike Anderson, whose work was in the main a glossed translation of the Vinland sagas, Holand created his own narrative, out of local sources, in order to forge a new narrative of Viking discovery. This decision to stray from the sagas, which even in translation could be cumbersome and inscrutable, enabled Holand to perform the narrative chases and leaps that make the book such a good read: the visceral scenes of bloody Vikings, imagined by Holand as victims not of extinct New England tribes but of still-feared and admired Sioux; the titillating suggestion that the Vikings' survivors had intermarried with the Mandans, producing a fair race of "White Indians," still extant in the days of Lewis and Clark; and the absurd but locally pleasing claim that Vikings had penetrated deep into the continent, naturally choosing Minnesota as their western home. Indeed, with the obvious exception of Julius Olson's contribution to The Northmen, Columbus, and Cabot, twentieth-century texts in the Viking corpus tended to shy away from translation in favor of originality. Although this decision probably enhanced the popularity of the genre, it was a crucial mistake as a political strategy. For in asking readers to believe that the Vikings had penetrated the interior of the North American continent, Holand and others who deviated from translation abandoned not only standard explanations of American history but the very sources of authority that had allowed Anderson to credibly demand that readers make such a departure.
What this abandonment suggests is that Holand and other twentiethcentury authors failed to appreciate the key element that had sustained Anderson's nineteenth-century Viking narrative: its ability to negotiate a canny bargain between immigrants and the native born and, more specifically, its careful doubling, what Homi Bhabha has described as "the continuist, accumulative temporality of the pedagogical, and the repetitious, recursive strategy of the performative."
55 As a nontranslation, Holand's text lost three important sources of authority on which Anderson's had drawn. First, the text departed from the long line of saga translations that flooded the English-speaking world in the nineteenth century, thus losing the authority of Beamish, Morris, Slafter, and its progenitors. Second, it lost the sedimentary weight of the sagas themselves, the "ancient manuscripts" thatSlafter's map accepted and whose own origins resided in the depths of oral tradition. Third, Holand's decision to chart a new course for the Vikings deprived him of one of the key sources of credibility that immigrants do have in cultures that receive them: that of speakers and translators of their "own" languages and literatures. Significantly, Anderson's volume was able to capitalize on his authority as both a native speaker of Norwegian and a professional translator of the Norse languages, while at the same time effacing his performative role as a producer of an agonistic narrative of immigrant nationalism. As Lawrence Venuti has proposed more generally regarding translations "that have achieved mass circulation," in this context Anderson's discovery translation was able to become "the site of unexpected groupings, fostering communities of readers who would otherwise be separated by cultural differences and social divisions yet [we]re now joined by a common fascination," even though "the forms of reception" that these readers employed were "not . . . entirely commensurable."
56 Separated by class, ethnicity, and region, Anderson's readers were nonetheless joined by Holand's failure to appreciate the importance of compromise can be seen in another element of his work. Not only did his text discard translation as a model for immigrant writing, but it also introduced a new geography of discovery that too obviously rejected Brahmin hierarchies. Instead, Holand proposed an aggressive regionalism that privileged the upper Midwest, home to so many of his fellow Norwegian and other Scandinavian Americans. Brushing aside the eastern voyages of Leif Erikson and his contemporaries, Holand devoted not only Norse Discoveries but the better part of his adult life to proving how, through a complicated Arctic route, the Vikings had been able to leave the Kensington Stone in the geographical heart of the North American continent.
57 This choice reflected the emergence of a growing regional immigrant popular culture that continues to thrive to this day.
58 On a nice summer day it is not hard to find true believers at the Kensington Stone museum and site. Indeed, as Michael Michlovic and Michael Hughey have argued, Minnesota has been able to develop an entire tourism network based on the Viking appeal; the Minnesota Historical Society, moreover, is regularly besieged by letters and missives demanding to know why, as the official representative of the state's history, it has not embraced the authenticity of Minnesota's Viking heritage. Nonetheless, despite the occasional seepage of runes and rune-chasing into the wider popular culture ( fig. 6 ), it is difficult to find many people of non-Minnesotan, non-Scandinavian heritage who are deeply engaged with the Viking debate as history. Quite simply, it has become a curiosity of regional and immigrant culture.
60 Unlike Anderson's comfortably colonial plotting of Viking discovery, Holand's map presented the less representative and less represented terrain between the Great Lakes and the Arcticterrain that, unlike Cape Cod, would not have been immediately recognisable as a stand-alone geography-as the new center of it all ( fig. 7 ). Holand's work therefore asked Americans not only to accept a new version of their history, but a jarringly new cultural geography, as well. Even leaving aside the issue of its believability, Holand's Arctic map challenged, rather than conformed to, the "normal" geography of American discovery and demanded that Americans create a new mental map of the American past. All in all, it was too much to ask.
A Canadian Coda
This was not the Vikings' final North American hurrah, however ( fig. 8) .
Although by midcentury the Norsemen had reverted to an ironically popular obscurity in the United States, they did make another, more fleeting appearance upon the stage of national history, this time in 1960s Canada. Of course, 1960s Canada was a completely different world than 1870s America. Canadians had their own men in leaky boats to remember and two divergent and competing sets of discovering ancestors. More than that, by the 1960s it was no longer so fashionable to cast national origins in racialized, teleological tones. Or was it? Consider the similarities between 1870s America and 1960s Canada. For each nation, these were times of rapid economic, political, and geographical expansion. They were points at which the nations stood on the brink of massive demographic change. For both nations, these were times of self-conscious historical reflection and political redefinition, not only because they marked the nations' respective centennials, but because each nation's one hundredth anniversary was preceded and shaped by significant challenges to national sovereignty. And for both nations these were periods of expansion in the public higher education sector; while the Morrill Act of 1862 set the stage for massive academic growth and for greater student and faculty diversity in the years after the Civil War, so too did Canada's ambitious program of university building and deprivatization in the 1960s. Consider as well the similarities between Norwegian Americans in the 1870s and Icelandic Canadians in the 1960s. During these two periods, each group was experiencing a moment when Old World tongues were giving way to English (a situation that was particularly acute for Icelandic Canadians in the wake of the Second World War); when elite members were emerging within the educational and professional hierarchy of the nonimmigrant community; when, in short, identities were in flux and deals could be struck. It is perhaps unsurprising, then, that the Viking cause was resurrected at exactly this point, in Tryggvi J. Oleson's 1963 Early Voyages and Northern Approaches, 1000-1632. 61 As the first volume in the series that defined academic history in 1960s Canada, W. L. Morton and D. G. Creighton's Canadian Centenary series, Oleson's work gained the imprimatur of both the historical profession and academic publishing. It was also a significant work of immigrant historiography. For, just as Anderson had identified history as a suitable vector for the improvement of his group's status in the New World, so too did Oleson, who was a professor of history at the University of Manitoba.
62 As a founding officer of the Icelandic Canadian Club (begun in 1938 to promote knowledge of the Icelandic heritage in Canada), a former vice president of the Icelandic National League, and a member of a department whose honors students had names like Douglas, Gadadhar, Karpiak, Kung, Moore, Parasiuk, Salzberg, and Wagschal, but were very seldom of obvious Icelandic descent, Oleson embarked on this project not only as an academic historian but as an Icelandic Canadian. Oleson's project was also similar to Anderson's work in another respect. Just as Anderson had chosen the imagined Teutonic past as a fertile ground for compromise between Norwegians and nineteenth-century New Englanders, Oleson too chose compromise as his strategy, setting his narrative in terms that would appeal to mid-twentieth-century Canadian elites.
64
Most importantly, Oleson appealed to Canadians' ongoing fascination with the North, proposing a theory of Viking exploration that recast the discovery of America as the discovery of the Canadian Arctic.
65 From the very first illustration of his book ( fig. 9 ), a map that cast Arctic Canada as the virtual center of the world, Oleson offered the North not only as the cornerstone of Canada's past but as the key to its future. In choosing the North as the geographical and historical center of his treatise, Oleson reached out to two significant Canadian elites. First, he provided historical support to his fellow academics, then engaged in a growing effort to define the Canadian identity. Indeed, Oleson's colleague and the coeditor of the Centenary series, W. L. Morton, had published a highly influential work entitled The Canadian Identity in 1961. Like other historical works of the time, this volume identified the North as the key to Canada's pressing need to "achieve a self-definition of greater clarity and more ringing tone than it has yet done." Following an imperative that had lurked in Canadian historiography at least since C. P. Stacey's The Undefended Border: Myth and Reality, booklet #1 in the Canadian Historical Association's famous series of orange-covered primers, Morton argued that historians could provide a crucial service to Canada by distinguishing its development, and particularly its origins, from the United States. Somewhat ironically, then, as the book was written while Morton was Visiting Commonwealth Professor at the University of Wisconsin, Morton described (Canadian) Northerners as "a new breed of man" and offered readers a distinct paradigm of discovery that emphasized not only the familiar forays of John Cabot and others but included a nod to the less well-studied voyages of the "Viking frontiersmen" who opened the northern reaches of the New World to the English and the French.
66
Oleson's work answered Morton's call for an exceptionalist Canadian history. Arguing that medieval Icelandic settlers in Greenland (following the same "natural" westward movement ascribed to Scandinavians by Holand and others) had moved from Greenland to Baffin Island and Labrador, Oleson provided Canadians with an alternative history to both the Columbian conquest and American accounts of Viking discovery. Although Oleson did not deny the possibility of Viking's landing in New England, he argued that their only certifiable New World landfall was not in Massachusetts, but in Canada. In Oleson's account, then, these voyages formed the prehistory, not of Puritan America, but of the Canadian Arctic. Describing the period of Icelandic discovery and contact as "the mediaeval phase of Canadian history," Oleson implied that "Canada" preceded "America,"
67 thus offering bold support to Morton's assertion that "Canadian history is not a parody of American, as Canada is not a second-rate United States."
68 Like Anderson's work, Oleson's treatise thus used native-stock historians' own agendas to further his own. While this version of Canadian history sup- ported wider appeals for a separate identity for Canada, it placed Icelandic Canadians at the very center of the social order as the descendants of the people who literally had put Canada on the map.
Indeed, Lyle Dick's very interesting recent work on the Centenary series suggests that the publication of Oleson's work in the series was directly attributable to its support of Morton's vision of both Canadian identity and academic history's role in realizing it.
69 Not only did the series, and the works contained within it, support Morton's desire to combat, as Dick puts it, the "advancing American cultural juggernaut [that] spelled a diminished role for Canada's writers, including historians, in the Canadian body politic" ("GN," p. 251), but Oleson's volume in particular proved to Morton "the existence of the northern seaway for almost five hundred years before Columbus. I find this of significance both for the history of the latter discovery and for the nature of Canadian ties to Europe. It has not been accidental that we have not separated from Europe, as has the United States, and Latin America" (quoted in "GN," p. 234).
In Dick's view, this was significant for two reasons. First, as I have suggested, it provided Morton with evidence of Canadian exceptionalism in the Americas. More than that, however, Dick argues that this formulation also offered epic history as a solution to the brewing separatist conflict in Quebec. As Dick argues, "in Morton's mind there were integral connections between early Viking approaches to northern North America, its subsequent colonization by French and British settlers, and the incorporation of First Peoples into the eventual country of Canada." Thus Morton selected volumes, like Oleson's, that enhanced his vision of Canadian history "as a logical, even inevitable, progression to the modern nation-state," and "rejected topics he considered incompatible with his principal leitmotives of French-English duality and integration of the regions" ("GN," pp. 234, 235).
Dick concludes that this vision of Canadian history as the epic prefiguring of the nation-state led to Morton's marginalization of "alternative national aspirations, the history of Aboriginal peoples, or other groups or regions that did not fit in with its emphasis on Anglo-French duality within the Canadian nation-state" ("GN," p. 237). In general, I would agree with this assessment. Regarding immigrants, however, whom Dick does not specifically mention, I would make a further argument. Within the context of Morton's epic history, immigrants could make claims to Canadian identity. However, they could only do so effectively when those claims supported Morton's (and, because of Morton's influence, the historical profession's) (Winnipeg, 1955) and The Icelanders in Canada offered one of the most important alternative visions of Icelandic-Canadian identity to that proposed by Oleson. Drawing on the many local histories of the Icelandic communities in Manitoba, which in the tradition of Framfari, emphasized the Icelanders' compatibility rather than their competition with the "valiant" Sitting Bull and later populations of Ukrainians, Poles, and other immigrants, and drawing also on his firm conviction that Canada's ethnic diversity was the key to resisting totalitarianism, Lindal's work is characterized by a strong multicultural aspect. While Oleson's narrative emphasizes the inevitability (and danger) of racial fusion and the hegemony of certain strictly limited racial categories, Lindal's vision promotes a much more fluid notion of both ethnicity and of identity. Thus Lindal's work, which foreshadows the ascendance of multiculturalism as perhaps the wider agenda. For Oleson (as for Anderson), then, who was deeply committed to his own success (and the success of the Icelanders) within academic discourse, this meant that the only way to make Icelanders fit was to figure them as forefathers in a master narrative whose endpoint was the predetermined coming together of the British and the French in an integrated, Europe-linked nation-state. Because of the twin threats of Quebec nationalism and the "American juggernaut," mainstream academic history in the early 1960s was only prepared for a theory of Canadian ethnic identity that supported the dually racial, yet nonetheless racialized epic of FrenchEnglish synthesis.
70 Thus, for an immigrant historian like Oleson with aspirations towards the academic elite, 71 multiculturalism was simply not an option.
72
There was also a more pragmatic element to Oleson's appeal. For while Morton worried, as Dick shows, about America, about biculturalism, "the even more hideous monster of 'multiculturalism,'" and the role history could play in fashioning the Canadian nation, his relationship with Oleson was forged within another context: the rapid expansion of Canadian higher education ("GN," p. 243). For these were boom times. Between 1958 and 1964, student numbers in the department of history increased from 312 to 850; within Manitoba as a whole, full-time college and universityenrollment between 1957 and 1967 jumped from 4,870 to 12,400.
73 As a result, this period saw not only the expansion of existing departments at the University of Manitoba but the emergence of entirely new ones like the department of anthropology and sociology, established in 1962, and the Northern Studies Committee, founded in the same year with Morton as chair. 74 Morton, who was the head of the history department during this entire period, seems immediately to have realized that this expansion could work to the benefit of his department and his discipline and that Oleson could be an important ally in history's ascent. Indeed, Oleson proved to be a valuable pointman not only on seemingly mundane, local issues like library funding-with Oleson as his spokesman, Morton managed to increase the department's library allocation five-fold between 1957 and 1961, to $5,200, which gave it the biggest budget in the faculty-but in a more global sense. 75 For if the North offered a point of reentry for historians into the wider political culture, it could also provide something equally important: cold, hard cash. The fruits of expansion had to be divided up somehow, and if departments and individuals could find a good argument on behalf of their particular field of expertise, they were more likely to gain support for their work. The North seems to have been just such a winner, as money was handed over for institution-building projects like the Northern Studies Committee and the Centre for Settlement Studies, which had a significant Northern component, 76 and for a multitude of individual projects. Funded by the University of Manitoba, as well as government agencies like the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, these initiatives offered excellent opportunities to faculty, with Northern Studies alone disbursing $116,000 in aid between 1962 and 1970.
77
And yet, as Morton certainly realized, expanding opportunities also meant increased competition. Indeed, while annual funding for Northern Studies increased by fifteen or twenty times in its first ten years, applications for funding would escalate one-hundred-fold in its first five. 78 To get their slice of the pie, historians like Morton would have to jostle among scientists, geographers, their new colleagues in anthropology, 79 and numerous others and thus had to make sure that their language could accomplish not only the lofty feat of building the nation but the more pragmatic task of writing successful grant applications. As both a persuasive theorist of the North and, like Morton himself, an experienced academic funding entrepreneur, Oleson was a natural ally. 80 While his work seems mainly to have been directed at fellow historians, Oleson also undoubtedly recognized that there was a wider constituency for works that offered answers to questions of identity and that provided legitimization for Canadian claims to the North. During the 1950s and 1960s politicians, like historians, seem continuously to have been asking "'ourselves when we say "I am a Canadian" what do we really mean,'" and historians' fetishization of the North matched a preoccupation with the region among the nation's political and bureaucratic elite.
83 This is certainly true of John Diefenbaker, who represented the North as both "New Frontier" and "national consciousness" and who made northern development a major campaign issue in 1957 and 1958. For Diefenbaker, as for many others in Canada's political class, the North represented not only an economic and political bonanza but the mythical soul of Canada. As the former prime minister reflected in his autobiography, he had spent a boyhood dreaming of the North Pole, looking to Vilhjálmur Stefánsson (who himself promoted a version of Viking discovery on which Oleson would draw and whom Morton personally visited in 1959) as a Canadian "hero."
84
Yet Canada's compelling need for the North was complicated by the fact that its sovereignty over its Arctic territory was not entirely certain.
85 As the work of Frank James Tester and Peter Kulchyski has shown, the threatening cold war presence of significant numbers of American military personnel, combined with encroachments by foreign scientists and the lingering effects of a scramble for the Arctic that had left the region littered with the flags of a half a dozen nations, contributed to a feeling of insecurity that spawned a body of defensive Northern policies. Indeed, Tester and Kulchyski compellingly argue that disastrous efforts to relocate Inuit families into the far reaches of the high Arctic in the 1950s, which led to acute hardship and dislocation, were motivated as much by the desire to demonstrate a sovereign Canadian presence in the region as by the wish to promote Inuit wellbeing.
86
At the same time that it proposed the Vikings as Canada's progenitors, Oleson's medieval history provided a remedy for this uncertainty and an intellectual justification for the policies that resulted from it on two levels. First, like Anderson's place-names, it circumvented the tangled web of nineteenthand twentieth-century discovery claims by suggesting that medieval Icelandic-Icelandic-Canadian-forays rendered this modern crazy quilt of island-naming and flag-planting a dead issue. Second, just as Anderson had offered the discovery of a "Viking" corpse as proof that the Norsemen had arrived and persisted in America, Oleson proposed his own body of evidence in the form of "white" Eskimos, suggesting that the best evidence for Viking discovery (and Canadian sovereignty) lay not in archaeology but genealogy. 87 Denying that Canada's Viking discoverers had simply vanished, Oleson argued that they had fused with the original people of the New World Arctic-the Skraelings of the sagas-whom he classified as the pre-decessors of the First People met by later European explorers.
88 Citing numerous accounts of encounters with "white" or "blond" Eskimos in the annals of European exploration, Oleson insisted that the only plausible explanation for the disappearance of the Vikings in the Western Hemisphere was that they had literally become part of the Aboriginal population.
89 Although it is clear that Oleson found race mixing distasteful-akin to death for the Vikings-he argued that it had been a blessing to the Inuit. This mixture of virile Icelanders and "dirty black dwarfs, some three feet in height," he argued, owed not only its European racial characteristics but all that was worthy of its culture, politics, and religion to its Nordic heritage, even going so far as to claim that "the coiffure of the Eskimos is Icelandic, going back to Germanic times."
90
Aside from the pure appeal of spurious race theory, by the 1960s there were powerful political reasons for embracing such a position. Like his temporal claim of Viking "discovery," Oleson's genealogical argument justified Canada's claims to the North both by undercutting claims of rival European discoverers (who in his history had arrived in the Arctic too late to discover the Arctic or its true Others, meeting instead only a Viking rearguard) as well as the Inuit themselves (who were descended from Vikings, just like Oleson himself, and thus could be expected to share the bounty of Northern development with their southern cousins). At a time when the government needed the Inuit in the North to prove its sovereignty-yet their presence posed one of the few potential challenges to Diefenbaker's "uniquely Canadian dream" of emptying the North of its resources for the benefit of the settler population-91 the idea that the Inuit were no more Aboriginal than their immigrant neighbors to the south must have seemed appealing indeed.
Although it is not clear that Oleson's work had a direct impact on politicians, there is evidence that the historical community, at least, was satisfied with his very strange account. First, as we have seen, Oleson was able to win over the single most important arbiter of Canadian historical dis- course at the time. At Oleson's untimely death in late 1963, Morton wrote admiringly that he had made "clear to the world of scholarship-and to the people of his own stock-all that the great folk-wandering of the Scandinavian peoples in the ninth and tenth centuries meant to Europe and to this continent in particular." 92 It is in fact quite possible, even, that Morton's own formulation of Northernness, as expressed in his Canadian Identity, was forged in his relationship with Oleson; after all, by the time Morton wrote that book, the two men had been colleagues and allies for ten years. Beyond personal influence, the publication of Early Voyages in Morton's series gained Oleson something else: long-term access to Canada's university libraries and to its students. Nearly forty years after Oleson's death, a perusal of one such library 94 turned up no fewer than five copies of the book on the shelves. Perhaps more disturbingly, the narrative gained another, parallel set of lives when the Canadian Historical Association printed a condensed, but substantively similar version of his theory in its familiar, orange-covered primer series, as Historical Booklet #14, The Norsemen in America/Les Scandinaves en Amérique ( figs. 11-12) .
95 This pamphlet, like other tracts in the series, was distributed throughout schools and universities, where it was quite improbably still in use in classrooms as late as the 1980s (and may yet find its way today).
Thus, there is no doubt that Oleson's fantasy of disappearance, like Anderson's discovery narrative, was successful. Unlike most historical works, not to mention immigrant nationalist pedagogies, it cleared the gatekeepers who controlled access to academic publishing and reached at least two generations of students. In the end, this success suggests that those immigrant authors who succeeded in making the Vikings part of New World history succeeded precisely because of the compromises they made. Just as "the appropriation of a dominant language [. . .] and the shift of dominant poetics towards the standards of a minority or post-colonial people are potent means of realigning power structures in a shared cultural field and of asserting an independent world-view," Scandinavian-Americans' appropri- ation of North American English as the language of immigrant literature and their shifting of a dominant pedagogy towards the standards of a minority marked a significant play for sovereignty.
96 Although there were clear limits to this strategy, in significant ways both Anderson and Oleson found a successful way to negotiate the path between assimilation and resistance that leads to immigrant autonomy.
